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Velocardiofacial syndrome – a syndrome with
many faces
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Among the many features with which velocardiofacial syndrome
(VCFS) may present, we review in this paper the literature
on working memory deficits, dysmorphic features, co-morbid
obsessive-compulsive disorder, early deviant behaviour, functional
impairment, and early age of onset of schizophrenia. These features
are considered in a case series of 5 patients, and in addition we
report on uncommon features. We highlight the importance
of appropriate genetic counselling and need for preventive
treatments in the future. Considering that covert symptoms in
VCFS may easily be overlooked, we call for clinical vigilance in
detecting VCFS among patients suffering from schizophrenia using
the Bassett and Chow criteria, because the diagnosis of VCFS is of
importance in determining prognosis and providing appropriate
genetic counselling.
MERGEFIELD backgroundVelocardiofacial syndrome (VCFS), also
known as DiGeorge or Shprintzen syndrome, is associated with
small deletions of chromosome 22q11. It was first described
by Shprintzen et al. and has an estimated prevalence of 1 in
5 950 births, making it the second most common genetic
syndrome after Down syndrome.1,2 It has been shown that
patients with a hemizygous deletion of the q11 band of
chromosome 22 are at a high risk of serious psychiatric illnesses,
schizophrenia being the most common of these.3-8 They have a
29 times higher risk than the general population of developing
schizophrenia and 3 times the risk of having a first-degree
relative with schizophrenia.8,9 The familial pattern of schizophrenia
has been recognised for a long time.1,10-12 The 22q11 deletion
syndrome (DS) occurs most frequently as a sporadic mutation
in schizophrenia, but inheritance plays a role in 10% of cases.
According to Bassett and Chow, patients with two or more of the
following groups of screening criteria are at an increased risk for
22q11 DS:
• hypernasal speech, history of speech therapy, velopharyngeal
incompetence, cleft palate
• characteristic facial features – long narrow face, small low-set ears,
a small mouth and retruded chin
• learning difficulties, history of special education
• congenital heart disease – e.g. ventrical septal defect (VSD) and
tetralogy of Fallot
• other significant congenital abnormalities – e.g. club feet,
polydactyly, and hypospadias
• history of hypocalcaemia or hypoparathyroidism
• history of athymia.1,2,8
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Individuals with VCFS also display a distinct neuropsychological
phenotype with deficits in executive functioning, visuospatial
processing and working memory, which is a system for the shortterm storage and manipulation of information.13-17 In a recent study
on DF (16) A1+ mice, which uses a microdeletion on the human
chromosome 22 (22q11.2) model, it was suggested that impaired
long-range synchrony of neural activity was one consequence of
the 22q11 deletion and may be a fundamental component of the
pathophysiology underlying schizophrenia.18,19
Genetic research on schizophrenia now focuses on genomic
copy number variations (CNVs).18 The 22q11.2, 1q21.1 and 15q13.3
deletions are the only major genetic risk factors identified to date
for schizophrenia, and for which clinical genetic assessment and
testing are widely available. The relatively modest prevalence
of these anomalies suggests to us that at present expensive
genomic investigations are not warranted for all individuals with
schizophrenia.18,19,20
Since 1997, 5 patients with VCFS-type schizophrenia have been
identified in an ongoing collaborative study with Columbia
University in the USA on schizophrenia in the Afrikaner population.8
Clinical data were collected from the Diagnostic Interview for
Genetic Studies (DIGS) and DIGS Summary Report information. For
each of the 5 patients who forms part of this review, we present
a short case study describing each patient’s unique features. The
case studies are followed by short reviews of the literature on a
particular feature. Where findings in the literature have a particular
bearing on or reflect the unique features of any of these patients,
this association is highlighted.

Early deviant behaviour in VCFS
Case 1

John is the oldest of four siblings. His mother was healthy during
pregnancy and he was born by forceps delivery. He was born with
a VSD, which was later operated on, and defective valves in his
urethra. At the age of 4 his frenulum had to be slit because of his
indistinct speech. John has experienced problems with socialisation
and has been afraid of the dark since the age of 2. He had academic
difficulties from the start of primary school, including problems
of daydreaming and concentration that remained throughout his
school career. He was diagnosed with attention deficit hyperactivity
disorder and treated with methylphenidate. He also had periods of
extreme sadness and anxiety.
At age 15 he reported that demons were causing him problems,
and he experienced auditory hallucinations. After leaving school
his functioning gradually deteriorated further and he was unable to
finish his tertiary studies. At age 20 he became acutely psychotic and
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could not function in the open labour market. He had few friends
and his working memory was found to be very poor. Features that
point towards a poor prognosis included early onset of illness,
obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD), working memory deficits,
and prominent negative symptoms. He fulfilled all the Bassett
criteria for VCFS except history of hypocalcaemia and athymia.
Genetic testing confirmed the diagnosis of VCFS. A de novo
mutation had caused the 22q11 deletion. Two of his siblings were
born with craniostenosis, which has been associated with VCFS.

Literature
Early deviant behaviour in children who eventually develop
schizophrenia has been reported consistently.20,21 The domains
of early deviant behaviour may be grouped into three clusters:
a social functioning impairment cluster, a mood/anxiety cluster,
and a cognitive impairment cluster. The social impairment cluster
includes social isolation, aggression and extremely odd behaviour.
The mood/anxiety cluster includes extreme fear and chronic
sadness and the cognitive impairment cluster includes attention
impairment and learning disability.21 All 5 of our patients whose
cases are reviewed in this paper displayed early deviant behaviour.
Craniostenosis is a premature fusion of one or more of the cranial
sutures. It may be seen as an isolated case or as part of the
syndrome. In a study by McDonald-McGinn et al.,22 an association
between craniostenosis and 22q11 DS was found.23-24 It was
concluded that craniostenosis should be included in the diagnostic
criteria of VCFS. Two of John’s siblings had craniostenosis and should
be further investigated for 22q11 deletions. The results may have
significant implications for providing genetic counselling to them.

Dysmorphic features in VCFS
Case 2

Peter is a 47-year-old man who lives in a chronic care facility. He is
the youngest of 4 siblings, and was born with a congenital heart
defect. He was socially isolated and his school progress was poor. He
completed 2 years of military service and worked as a storeman for
10 years. At age 33, Peter became psychotic and suffered auditory
hallucinations and paranoid delusions. After this episode he never
worked again. He abused alcohol periodically and tried to commit
suicide twice. Since the onset of psychosis he has not been able to
function in society.
Peter has a poor prognosis as a result of his prominent negative
features as well as the long duration of untreated psychosis.
His diagnosis of VCFS was confirmed through genetic analysis,
prompted by his meeting several of the Bassett criteria, including
the facial dysmorphic features of a prominent nose, small chin,
high hard palate, small malformed teeth and low-set ears, and a
congenital heart defect. Other features were learning disability,
long, tapering fingers, psychosis and nasal speech.
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Literature
Dysmorphic features in VCFS include mild auricular abnormalities,
hooded eyelids, a tubular-shaped nose, a broad nose tip, a small
mouth, and slender and/or tapering fingers. Velopharyngeal
insufficiency is one of the most consistent features of this
syndrome and is usually confirmed in conjunction with a speech
examination. Hypernasal resonance, weak pressure consonants and
compensatory articulation are the typical speech symptoms related
to velopharyngeal insufficiency.25 Other features are included in the
Bassett criteria.1,8,19,25
Dysmorphic features were present in all 5 patients. Although Peter’s
dysmorphia was clearly observable, in some patients dysmorphia
may require a careful examination before they will be recognised.

Pathological laughter in VCFS
Case 3

Julie is 27 years old and was initially referred because of an early
onset of illness (she was 16 years old), as well as a treatment-resistant
illness that suggested a poor prognosis. Julie is the youngest of 4
children and her siblings are all high achievers academically. She
was born at 36 weeks’ gestation and was kept in an incubator for 4
days after birth. Her developmental milestones were reached later
than expected, and she received occupational therapy as a child. In
primary school she had attention and concentration problems and
was put in a special class. By age 16, children had reportedly teased
her, she had become very anxious, and she was diagnosed with
inappropriate laughter syndrome. Magnetic resonance imaging
revealed a small lesion in the frontal area, which was thought to
have been caused by birth trauma. She objectively hallucinated and
suffered from the delusion that she was eating worms, snakes and
frogs. She stopped attending school and did not participate in social
activities.
Her parents report that at present Julie does not talk, her selfcare and functioning are very poor, and she finds changes in
her environment or routine distressing. She suffers from fits of
uncontrollable laughter that last up to 6 hours, and occur as often as
3 times a day and 3 times a week. During interviews she makes poor
eye contact, talks softly to herself, and smiles inappropriately.

Literature
Pathological laughter is a syndrome of recurrent, episodic
and involuntary laughter that occurs in the context of various
neurological disorders.26-31 The exact mechanism by which this
condition develops is currently unknown; however, there is
general agreement that injury to pathways controlling emotional
expression is involved. Emotional experience is the subjective
feeling during an emotional event, whereas emotional expression
is the objective behaviour that is experienced during such event.27,28
Both the experience and the expression of an emotion are
dependent in part upon the cognitive appraisal of the emotional
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stimuli that are triggering them.27 Many psychiatric conditions lead
to a problem with emotional experience (e.g. mood disorders), and
many neurological disorders are associated with dysregulation of
emotional expression.27,28 Pathological laughter and crying are often
indistinguishable from normal laughter and crying.27 Since the
outbursts may occur at socially inappropriate times, this problem
causes social handicap and suffering.26,27,31
The neuro-anatomical basis for pathological laughter is poorly
defined. Parvizi et al. propose that pathological laughter and crying
(PLC) result from a disruption in the tracts originating from the
primary motor cortex, which project topographically through the
internal capsule and continue through the cerebral peduncles to
the basis pontis and cerebellum (the cerebro-ponto-cerebellar
pathways).27,28 They hypothesise that an insult to this pathway results
in incomplete information being relayed to the cerebellar structures
responsible for the execution of laughter and crying associated with
the cognitive and situational context of a given stimulus.
Examples of neurological causes of PLC are pseudo-bulbar palsy
(for example due to multiple sclerosis and motor neuron disease),
gelastic seizures, Alzheimer’s disease, multi-infarct dementia,
Parkinson’s disease and Down syndrome.27,29-31 PLC responds to the
selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) that are used for
mood disorders.28,30,31
Julie’s MRI scan showed none of the structural abnormalities
associated with neurological causes of PLC. The changes that
were evident – namely atrophy and enlargement of the ventricles
– are concordant with changes found in schizophrenia. A video
electro-encephalogram revealed no abnormality. PLC has not been
described in schizophrenia, but we hypothesise that the PLC may
be attributed to VCFS and that the same pathways implicated in
neurological causes of PLC may be affected in VCFS.

OCD and working memory deficits in VCFS
Case 4

Haily is a 32-year-old divorced woman suffering from schizophrenia
and obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD). She is the oldest of 3
children, and her siblings are all good achievers. Haily’s problems
began at the age of 18, when she experienced visual hallucinations.
After school she attended college and in her first year started
hearing voices and thought people where talking about her. She
found socialising very difficult and thought that people could read
her mind. She had obsessive thoughts about her molesting other
people. She attempted suicide impulsively at the age of 30.
Haily is currently a resident in an independent living unit. She
functions at a low level and during her most recent interview had
a flat affect and laughed inappropriately at times. A Letter-Number
Span Test revealed very low scores, suggesting poor working
memory.
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OCD is estimated to occur in 13.2% of patients with schizophrenia,
which is considerably higher than in the general population (2 3%).32 The higher co-morbidity suggests the possibility of a common
underlying pathogenesis for the diseases. There are structural and
functional brain abnormalities common to schizophrenia and OCD,
including common serotonin and dopamine neurotransmitter
pathways. In recent studies it has been found that the clinical course
of schizophrenia patients with OCD was more deteriorating than
that of schizophrenia patients without OCD.
The schizophrenia-OCD co-morbidity is associated with poor
treatment response, higher levels of negative symptoms, and more
impairment in functioning.8 Studies by Gothelf et al. suggest that
there is a strong association between VCFS and early-onset OCD.33
The COMT-gene is a candidate gene for schizophrenia because
of its role in the breakdown of dopamine in the prefrontal cortex.
CThe OMT high activity Val allele is associated with more obsessive
compulsive symptoms in young patients with schizophrenia. The
genetic contribution to the expression of OCD in patients with
schizophrenia lends support to the validity of a putative schizoobsessive diagnostic entity. The current literature suggests that this
co-morbid subgroup has a larger overall illness burden and these
patients suffer worse outcomes than patients with schizophrenia
without OCD.32,34
Regarding working memory in VCFS, measurements of brain
activity in patients with schizophrenia suggest that functional
connectivity between the frontal and temporal lobe, including the
hippocampus, may be altered.18

Working memory impairment is increasingly recognised as an
important feature in the neuropsychology of schizophrenia.
Dysfunction of working memory, a system for the short-term
storage and manipulation of information, may relate to a number
of core symptoms in schizophrenia.18 Working memory refers to
short-term memory that is a flexible and dynamic memory resource
where sensory information can be held briefly and manipulated.
A study by Baddeley described working memory as a system for
the temporary holding and manipulation of information during a
range of neurocognitive tasks such as comprehension, learning and
reasoning. This implies an active process rather than simply a static,
temporary store.35
The dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPC) is thought to play a major
role in experience, thought, memory and emotion. The DLPC builds
much of its circuitry during adolescence and childhood. Two cell
types that play a major role in memory are the pyramidal cells and
the chandelier cells.36 Multiple autopsy studies have shown that in
people with schizophrenia, the pyramidal cells have smaller cell
bodies and fewer dendritic spines. These cells control especially
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working memory. Chandelier cells can either exitate or inhibit
pyramidal cells and it seems that during childhood these chandelier
cells fail to cultivate pyramidal cells. This failure leads to the defect in
thought, emotions and memory in schizophrenia.36
Cognitive problem deficits play a major role in the functional
impairment in schizophrenia, especially the impairment in working
memory. This is particularly the case in VCFS.35 Haily has severe
functional impairment, which may be attributed to her working
memory deficits as well as her co-morbid OCD. Her functioning
has declined in the course of the 10 years since the diagnosis of
schizophrenia.

Later age of onset of schizophrenia
Case 5

Jake presented with onset of schizophrenia at the age of 53. He had
passivity phenomena, auditory hallucinations, paranoid ideations,
and grandiose delusions. He was born with a heart defect and his
milestones were retarded. Jake has had difficulty socialising since
a young age. In school he had concentration problems and he was
moody and irritable. His final year at school was Grade 8. He was
described as a ‘loner’ and his self-care was poor.
Jake married at the age of 35 even though he was homosexual.
His wife came from a different cultural group and he lived with
her in her cultural group. He was sent to prison for having sexual
relationships with minors. He used alcohol socially, but never
abused any substances. His mother had a psychiatric illness.
Jake met all of the Bassett criteria except a history of athymia,
hypocalcaemia and hypoparathyroidism. The diagnosis of VCFS was
confirmed by fluorescent in situ hybridisation (FISH) analysis.

Literature
Schizophrenia typically has its onset during late adolescence or
early adulthood whereas VCFS is associated with the even earlier
onset of symptoms.1,12 Shprintzen et al. reported that some of their
patients diagnosed with VCFS developed schizophrenia between
the ages of 10 and 21.37 In adult-onset schizophrenia the incidence
of VCFS is 2% and in child-onset schizophrenia (onset before the age
of 13) it is 6%.1,8,12
The late onset of psychosis in VCFS has not previously been
reported in the literature, as far as we could establish. Some
patients with schizophrenia, however, develop symptoms only
in middle age or old age. These patients with late-onset (older
than 40) or very late-onset (older than 60) schizophrenia show
similar characteristics to those with early-onset schizophrenia
with regard to psychopathology, family history, cognitive deficits ,
nonspecific brain imaging abnormalities and treatment response.38
However, late- and very late-onset schizophrenia psychosis is more
often associated with paranoid symptoms, less severe cognitive
impairment and a need for lower dosages of antipsychotic
medication.39-44 These patients also tend to have higher levels
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of education and relatively more of them are married.41-45 The
proportion of patients with schizophrenia who present with lateonset schizophrenia has been estimated at 23%. It is conceivable
that factors associated with ageing such as retirement, financial
difficulties, bereavement, the death of peers or physical disability
may contribute to the precipitation of psychosis in later life.46
The mean age of onset of schizophrenia is 10 years later in women
than in men. It is proposed that women may have protective factors
early in life that result in a later onset of schizophrenia.47 It is also
suggested that adults from migrant populations may be at higher
risk.3,46 In Jake’s case, the move to living in a different culture and
the stress caused by the move may have precipitated the onset of
psychosis.

Conclusion
In future, treatment of schizophrenia should ideally focus more
preventing psychosis from developing in vulnerable individuals
such as patients with VCFS. New developments in neuro-imaging
of infants and children have the potential to improve our
understanding of the critical periods in brain development.48
According to Gothelf et al., early recognition of 22q11DS patients at
particularly high risk for psychosis will permit early intervention and
decrease disability.2,3,33 Also, if patients are given a genetic diagnosis
for their condition, they may be relieved of guilt or inappropriate
blame for their behavioural manifestations of the condition.2
With regard to genetic counselling in VCFS it is important to note
that there is a 50% chance of transmitting the deletion at each
pregnancy, but the caveat is that the severity of the phenotype
cannot be predicted.2 These individuals with VCFS have a 25%
chance of developing psychosis.2 There is prenatal test available for
the 22q11 deletion.2,3,19,33 Patients with VCFS should be seen at regular
intervals to screen for early deviant behaviour and prodromal
symptoms, which may then be treated appropriately.
Detection of VCFS significantly changes genetic counselling and
anticipatory care in comparison with the counselling and care given
to other patients with schizophrenia. With respect to psychiatric
diagnosis, these findings of copy number variations suggest that,
as for the dementias, the schizophrenias may begin to yield to
classification based on major causal factors. Comparable to an
Alzheimer-type dementia associated with a beta-amyloid precursor
protein (APP) gene mutation, a schizophrenia that is related to a
22q11.2 deletion (and perhaps a 1q21.1 or 15q13.3 deletion) may
be considered a subtype with distinct management implications.19
In our findings, patients with VCFS can have varying clinical pictures
and do not always have the same clinical presentation. Almost all
of our patients suffered from an early onset of psychosis with poor
prognostic features. All of them are functioning poorly – those
who are not in hospital are living with their families. Early deviant
behaviour as well as working memory deficits were prominent
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symptoms in all our patients. Nonetheless, VCFS can additionally
present with many different faces – pathological laughter, family
history of craniostenosis, and late onset of psychosis.
Clinical vigilance should be maintained for the presence of two
or more of the Bassett criteria, which indicate a FISH analysis for
confirmation of the VCFS diagnosis. It is necessary to do so because
this disease has a different prognosis from that for other types of
schizophrenia and appropriate genetic counselling is extremely
important.
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